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I like to go out on Friday nights and Saturday nights and join up with my homies and walk 
around the hot spots and get some food. I like to check out the girls and see if I can get something 
going with them. But eveiy weekend the cops stop me. What the fuck for? I go to school everyday 
and get treated like a criminal and then, when I want to step out of my house .. .I get treated like a 
criminal again! I have never been arrested for nothing! But I always get stopped for walkin' down 
the street For walkin' down the street! Am I in a gang (the police ask)? Who's in a gang? Who's 
canying a gun, a disrepectful attitude, and stopping people for nothing? The police gang. You don't 
see me with a gun or knife or harassing anyone! I'm just tryin' to walk down the fucking street 
an anonymous sixteen year-old Chicano (Author, 2004) 
INTRODUCTION 
This study examined police racial profiling (PRP) of Chicana/o youths in San Jose, California, 
when they were outside of, or walking to'from, Taco Bell restaurants (TBs). Dickey found the San 
Jose Police Department (SJPD) labeled TBs "the fast-food choice of gangs" and '"a tremendous 
problem for law enforcement' because some gangs have established individual Taco Bells as 'their 
turf" (Sept 19, 1993: lB). Chicano'a activists claimed police harassed ''youths at Taco Bells 
without cause and dismissed the idea that the fust-food restaurants have become the choice of gang 
members" (Dickey: lB). Years after designation of TBs as gang n.rr±: Chicana/o youths claim 
harassment by police at/near TBs continues (Author 2003). 
The alleged harassment purportedly increases on Friday and Saturday nights. According to a 
twenty-six year-old Chicano, "Even when I was a kid the cops would stop us at Taco Bell and tell us 
we were loitering in the pruking lot, but we were eating, and then they asked us all type of stupid 
questions and it still has not stopped. That's why I don't go there at night anymore" (Author, 2004). 
He refused to patroniz.e TBs, as he believed police would question him, especially on weekend 
nights when police presence was greater at/near TBs. A sixteen year-old and a twenty-two year-old, 
stated that police questioning and detainment of Chicana/o youths at/near TBs is known as the Taco 
Bell, or TB, syndrome because ''When you're Chicano and you get near a Taco Bell you 
automatically become a criminal and get questioned" (Author, 2002). This study found that 
Chicana/o and Asian American, predominately Vietnamese American, youths had higher police 
questioning and stop-and-fusk episodes (P(2SFE) than White youths at/near TBs. Police racially 
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profiling, stopping, questioning, and fiisking minority youths are petit apartheid practices based in 
pre-<:ivil rights de jure racism. 
De jure racism transformed into de facto racism Criminal justice policies and practices preserved 
via de jure oppression changed into discrimination under the guise of discretion. Prior grand 
apartheid, oppressive laws, transformed into a petit apartheid system of accepted mores and way of 
life (Milovanovic & Russell 200 l :  xii). Institutional racism, derived from America's historical overt 
racism, codifies and legitimates itselfby de jure means (Georges-Abeyie 1990: 28). Petit apartheid is 
the daily insults, harsh conduct, and racially motivated police stops, questionings, and searches of 
minorities; the mistreatment of minority suspects and arrestees; the inferior value, clearness, and 
impartiality of judges' directions to jurors when minorities are on trial; acceptance of inferior 
standards of evidence resulting in convictions of minorities, and; other retaliatory discretionary 
undertakings by the criminal justice system, correctional guards and administrators, and jurors 
(Milovanovic & Russell: viii). Petit apartheid explains San Jose police officers' discretionary tactics 
that are acrepted law enforcement 
The backstage aids in explaining why PRP, "the inappropriate consideration by law enforcement 
of race or ethnicity in deciding with whom and how to intervene in an enforcement cai:xicity," of 
minority youths is sanctioned (Fridell 2004: l ). The backstage is "relative to a given perfonnance, 
where the impression fostered by the performance is knowingly contradicted as a matter of course" 
(Goffinan 1973: 112). The backstage is where racially-biased decisions are fashioned (i.e., police 
designating minority youths for PQSFE). The back region is not a formal stage (i.e., arrest), so there 
is little, if any, official record of decision-making or if race was a detenninant Consequently, racially 
motivated decisions formulated in the backstage are presented to the public as racially neutral 
(Milovanovic & Russell: 6). Backstage events, such as decisions to enact racial profiling through 
baseless police stops and questioning of minority youths, occur in public but are acceptable and 
subtle practices that harm those profiled. 
There are two intertwined harms from PRP: harms of reduction and harms of repression. Harms 
of reduction occur when a slighted individual suffers a loss of some condition relative to their existing 
status whereas harms of repression occur when an individual suffers a constraint precluding them 
from realizing a preferred status (Milovanovic & Russell:xvi). An example of a hann of repression 
is when women and men of color are denied advancement in their profession due to sexism ancVor 
racism An example of a harm of reduction is police stopping minority motorists solely due to their 
race, the police reduce the motorist from equal citizenship status with whites by racial profiling and 
targeting for motorist stops. These harms move an individual away from a position they presently 
occupy, or deny them a desired position (Milovanovic & Russell: xvi). They are harmful because 
they belittle, demean, ridicule or subordinate, and limit acces.s to equal opportunity and justice before 
the law (e.g., DWBB [driving while Black or Brown], SWBB [standing while Black or Brown]). 
Police petit apartheid practices combine with backstage decisions to limit access of minorities and 
poor to public space. 
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THE ORIGINS OF POLICE RACIAL PROFILING AND RACE, SPACE, AND 
PLACE 
Preservation of spatial sovereignty is the primaiy state function and ranges from national secrnity 
to domestic spaces (Bass 2001: 43). Racial and spatial policing have been legitiniated in 
governmental policies such as Manifest Destiny, the Indian reservation ,-ystem, varied Asian 
Exclusion Acts, Japanese American Internment drning World War II, and restrictions on legal and 
illegal immigration (Fagan & Davies 2000: 459). The term "racial profiling" came into use in the 
1990s, but concerns about racially based police decisions date back centrnies (Fridell: vi). 
Slave codes were fundamental to American criminal law from 1619 to 1865 (Russell 1998: 14). 
In 1693 Philadelphia, free and slave Blacks fuced detention if fmmd on city streets without a pass 
from their master (Maclin 1998: 435). Slave patrols enforced the codes and prevented Blacks from 
transgres.sing the physical, social, and µ,ychological spaces that maintained White hegemony. Slave 
patrols were early spatial police. With the end of slavery, Southern White Americans shaped the 
Black Codes prolonging domination of Blacks. As the potency of the Black Codes diminished 
lllldcr legal attacks, Southerners fashioned Jim Crow laws. These laws reaffirmed and reminded 
Blacks of their lesser place (Bass: 45). Jim Crow laws, like Slave and Black Codes, set race-based 
guidelines for the social spaces Blacks could occupy. Such space laws set physical space bolllldaries 
and psychological space and place boundaries. They prevented social intermixing of Whites and 
Blacks while maintaining the superior, clean, status of Whites and 1he inferior, polluted, status of 
Blacks. Significant in these codes and laws was preservation of race-based hierarchies. Similar laws 
and hierarchies applied to Chicana/os. 
After the Mexican American War, Chicana/os in 1he Southwest had similar experiences to 
Blacks. Despite the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo's guarantees, an array of legal and extralegal 
measures removed Chicana/os from 1heir land The state created a double standard of justice to 
preserve White intt,Yests and subordinate Chicana/os (Mirande 1987: 2 and 23). The Texas Rangers 
became spatial police of the late nineteen1h-<:e111l.ny Southwest. They limited Chicana/os access to 
White physical, social, and psychological space. The Texas Rangers combined vigilantism with 
legally sanctioned state violence (Mirande: 67). Funhemiore, Mirande contended 1hat rank-and-file 
law enforcement officers perpetrated beatings and killings of Chicana/os along the borcler in the 
1970s (23). After generations of conflict Chicana/os, especially male youths, distrust the police 
(Mirande 1981; Morales 1972: 2). Mirande termed police atti1udes and practices towardChicana/os 
"gringo justice" (1987). 
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RACE, SPACE, AND PLACE IN lWENfY-FIRST CENTURY AMERICA 
The segregation of Blacks into ghettos and Chicana/os into banios, and restrictions on their 
movement in urban spaces limited their civil liberties (Bass: 45). Economic restructuring increased 
urban poverty and corntructed new spaces endangered by poverty. Poverty increased regulation and 
exclusion and gave rationale for the rise of z.ero tolerancdquality of life policing (Parenti 1999: 70). 
Exclusion to/in social space is routine to urban life (Sibley 1995: xiv). 
Cities segregated into areas for clean (White, middle and upper clas.5) and polluted (minority 
and/or lower clas.5). These stereotypes are fundamental to the construction of social and spatial 
exclusion (Sibley: 18). The clean live in socially purified neighborhoods (Sibley: 38 and 77). To the 
disenfranchised such spaces comprise landscapes of domination. They are alienating and action by 
the disenfranchised represents deviancy and innnorality/pollution to the privileged (Sibley: 76). 
Police enact public and backstage polices that maintain the social purity of aflluent neighborhoods. 
They ensure polluted do not cross into clean space. Policing segregated areas differs fiom policing 
predominantly white neighborhoods as "residential segregation created cognitive boundaries that 
defined those places that were relegated to racial minorities and those that were not African 
Americans, and other minorities, who venture outside their neighborhoods were often subject to 
police haras.sment for having the temerity to circulate 'out of their place'" (Bass: 45-6). Clean spaces 
ernphasiz.e order and social homogeneity preserved by unmistakable delineation of boundaries 
between clean and polluted and eniphasizing conformity and identification of deviance. Spatial 
boundaries are moral boundaries (Sibley: 39). 
New tactics in urban control seek to regain public spaces while removing unwanted populations 
and regulating "the meaning of such people and spaces as well" (Cole 200 l: 14). Cultural spaces 
can have meanings that "vary based on one's knowledge, beliefs, and experience but provide the 
basis for one's visualization of that particular place" (Frazier, Margai & Tettey-Fio 2003: 9). 
Because public spaces have contested cultural meanings and identities, they are essential zones of 
conflict and control (Frazier et al.: 14). Urban sociospatial processes are essential in understanding 
the racializ.ed geographies of cities (McCann 1999: 168). Capitalist societies require and generate 
abstract space distinguished by social fragmentation, homogenization, and hierarchization (McCann: 
170). 
Abstract space is represented by elite as "homogeneous, instrumental, and ahistorical" in order to 
realize state supremacy and the free flow of capital that allows downtown business districts to be the 
almost exclusive domain of White, middle-clas.5 males (McCann: 164). Meanings conveyed by 
abstract space are generally prolnbitions. Abstract symbols and meanings defend elite spaces, 
wealthy neighborhoods, and gated communities (Ferrell 2001, pp. 5 and 11). Policed public spaces 
keep encounters between "clean" and "polluted" to a minimum. 
There is an imperfect as.5ignmcnt of arn.1ract space ( cornmodi:fied/bureaucratized) above concrete 
space ( eveiyday life/experience) (McCann: 168). For abstract space to become dominant there must 
be an attenipt to designate the appropriate meanings and activities within that space (168). This 
involves an agreement to pacifism and formation of spatial economy in which people engage in 
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relationships with capitalist enteiprises (i.e., theatres, restaurants, and cafes). The rise of abstract space 
necessitates disregarding city's racializ.ed geography and history and creating an impression of 
homogeneity and unity that must be "achieved and maintained through a continued state-sponsored 
proccs.5 of fragmentation and marginalization that elides difference and thus attempts to prevent 
conflict'' (168-70). Prohibited individuals intrusion into forbidden space results in prosecution for 
unlawful entry. State prosecution can be via the police and policies formulated in the backstage such 
as intimidation, beatings, PQSFE, and driving the polluted outside city limits and leaving them 
("starlight tours") (Razack 2002: 8). 
POLICE STOP-ANl>-FRISKS: TERRY V. OHIO 
Before Teny v. Ohio in 1968, police could only stop-and-fiisk, a criminal search and seizure, 
pedestrians with probable cause that the individual(s) had committed a crime, was committing a 
crime, or posed a danger to the officer and/or public (Cole 1999: 17; Harris 1994a: 660; Harris 
1997a: 660; Saleen 1997: 456; Ogletree, Jr. et al. 1995: 23). Teny allowed police to stop an 
individual for questioning and fiisk them, conduct a cursory J:Xll: down of their clothing, upon 
reasonable suspicion that criminal activity was taking place or imminent, and to locate weapons 
(Harris 1994a: 660; 1994b: 5). Teny allowed substantial state intrusion into citizens' right of 
locomotion (Harris 1994a: 663) and paved the way for police practices that violate the personal and 
physical safety of individuals stopped under reasonable suspicion (Maclin! 998: 1278) and increased 
the number of arbitrary stops and :fiisks (Rudovsky 2002: 33). Reasonable suspicion in pedestrian 
stops allowed police to base stops more on discretion and deference, primarily in the backstage, than 
on observance of crime. Discretion entails how police define and exercise law enforcement 
fimctions while deference is the vast leeway, or lack of recognition of constitutional and human 
rights, courts grant police (Magee 1994: 173). The fewer restrictions on how police interact with 
citiz.ens, the greater, and more extensive, their discretion (Brooks 1997: 151 ). 
In 1968, Sibron v. New York and Peters v. New York upheld the right to stop-and-:fiisk an 
individual(s) if police had reasonable suspicion that criminal activity was occurring or imminent 
and/or that danger existed to the officer and/or public (Saleen 1997: 459). This ruling concurred with 
T eny and reinforced the move from probable cause to reasonable suspicion. Stop-and :fiisks were to 
occur in matteis of criminal activity and safety only and not as investigatory searches for evidence of 
other crimes or potential crimes (459). Police stop-and-:fiisks appear to be custodial arrests in which 
pedestrians do not feel free to leave. 
Minority pedestrian/motorist's reasonable-person standard of when they feel free to end a police 
encounter differs from the reasonable-person standani of most White pedestrians! motorists (Cole 
1999: 26-7). Minorities stopped by police feel less inclined to walk away from an encounter due to 
prior negative police experiences (i.e., they fear for their safety). Latina/os are subject to police stops 
(Fagan & Davies 2000; Spitzer 1999; Walker 2001) and arrests at rates disproportionate to their 
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percentage of the population (Carter 1986; Petersilia 1983) and shot and killed by police twice as 
often as Whites (Geller 1988). Minorities who live in police-designated '11igh crime areas" have 
high stop-and-frisk rates and some attempt to evade police. Location coupled with evasion results in 
increased stops and fiisks of minorities (Hanis 1994a: 660 and 681 ). Minorities who fear police 
cannot walk or nm from police as walking or nmning from police now constitutes reasonable 
suspicion for a stop-and-fiisk (Thaman 2000: 1006). 
Therefore, police can use greater coercion against minorities than Whites dLUing stops as 
minorities may feel they are lU1der custodial arrest (i.e., full seizure). Scholars have argued that 
police, as representatives of 1he state, have the right to the legitimate use of force and lcgitiniate use of 
coercion (Brown: 181). The courts have failed to limit police discretion or clearly distinguish 
between legitimate and illegitimate use of force and coercion. 
POLlCE RACIAL PROFILING 
The Fourth Amendment prolnbits police stopping or detaining a person lllliess they have 
reasonable suspicion the individual is involved in criminal activity. The courts, however, allow 
police to utilize motorist and pedestrian stops as pretext to seek evidence of crime (Milovanovic & 
Russell 2001: 28). These stops are controversial but courts have upheld their constitutionality. Police 
have wide discretion to conduct stops in which lll11imitcd discretion increases the opportunity for 
discriminatory practices (Walker, Spohn, and Delone 1996: 101). PRP extend'> beyond 
LIDcorruptcd traffic/pedestrian stops. Driving while Brown or Black niay be the excuse for a motOiist 
stop and walking while Brown or Black can be the excuse for PQSFE. 
PRP assmnes that the niajority of drug offenders and gang members are minorities (Harris 1999: 
2-4). These assmnptions derive from police evaluations of the moral character of people they interact 
with and trar1sforming these evaluations into distnbutive justice (Brooks 1997: 153; Van Maanen 
1974). PRP, especially drug courier profiling, is distributive justice ain1ed at Blacks and l..atina/os 
(Allen-Bcll 1997; Hanis 1999: 3-5). Furthermore, when police focus drug enfrncement polices on 
Blacks and l.at:ina/os and stop them for street sales of crack and heroin while overlooking White 
drug dealing, they logically find a disproportionate nlll11ber of Blacks and l.at:ina/os, and a minin1al 
nlll11ber of Whites, using ar1d dealing drugs (Hanis: 3). Police perceptions of minorities as criminal 
(i.e., involved in gangs, and drug use/dealing) leads to more stops of minority drivers and more 
PQSFE of minority youths. These perceptions result in crimes connnitted by Whites (i.e., 
nianufucturing and selling ecstm,y and methan1phetan1ines) going unnoticed by police (Hanis: 3 and 
6-8). FU11hermore, police stereotyping of minorities as "criminal" results in paranoia in individuals 
negotiating public spaces (Austin 1992: 173). 
Police use the CARD ( class, age, race, and dress) system to identify and label youth as gai1g 
members. Gang profiling associates minority youths with a set of descriptors, photographing them, 
and placing their nan1es and photos in a database ofknown gang members (Villarruel et al. 2004: 95-
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6). A youth's class, age, race, dress, neighborhood, and socializing in a specific area does not mean 
he/she is a gang member (Reynoso 2002: 301 ). Such stops of youths constitute harassment as police 
stop youths for fitting a racial profile and not for criminal activity or suspicion of criminal activity 
(301). 
Police stop minority pedestriansfmotorists for being "in the 'NIOng neighborhood." The use of the 
"out-0f-place" doctrine posits that individual's race (i.e. skin color) is justification for 
pedestrian/motorist stops if they are in a predominantly White neighborhood (Russell 1998: 38). 
This practice involves police stereotyping of minorities and backstage decision-making that has 
backstage banns due to racial harassment Race, not place, or clothing, is the primary reason for 
police use of CARD and out-0f-place stops. When race is the main detemiinant for stops, minorities 
race a harsher set of laws than Whites and the Equal Protection Clause' fomiddance ofraoobased 
classification is violated (Allen-Bell 1997: 217-8; Larrabee 1997: 305). 
These police attitudes and practices transmit deep costs to society. PRP rarely targets Whites in 
middle- and upper-class neighborhoods (Ogletree, Jr. et al. 1993: 21). Judgments derived from 
stereotyping and backstage decision-making result in placement of deviant cultural and social 
attributes on minorities. There is a subsequent increase in motorist/pedestrian stops, arrests, 
prosecutions, and sentencing disparity with White offenders (86, 94). Racial alienation, community 
distrust of police, and racial hoaxes (i.e., Whites blaniing minorities for a crime to defer the blame 
from the real criminals) are further negative consequences of police stereotyping (Russell 1999: 730). 
Minority communities have low positive perceptions of; and trust in, police and these perceptions 
increase with PRP (Tyler 2002). Minorities may genuinely fear cooperating with police (Harris 
1999: 268). For instance, minorities may view police authority as illegitimate due to previous 
negative encounters and this may affect their compliance witl1 police (Tyler & Huo 2002; Lind & 
Taylor 1988; Reitzel et al 2004). 
Minority youths innocence diminishes as they realize they do not possess equal citizenship with 
White youths. Minority pedestrians/motorists may be subjected to brutality, but more often to police 
microaggressions (i.e., personal affronts) and macroaggressions (i.e., group affronts) (Russell 1998: 
138-9). Microaggressions are "subtle, stunning, often automatic and non-verbal exchanges which 
are 'put downs"' of minorities by Whites while macroaggressions are "attacks, insults, or pejorative 
statements made against Blacks" or other minorities (138-9). A 1995 NAACP study on police 
conduct in minority commtmities found that verbal abuse, disrespectful conduct, and harassment of 
stopped minorities was rampant (Ogletree, Jr. et al.: 40-1). Micro- and macroaggressions derive 
from police stereotyping and backstage decisions on whom to stop and the treatment they receive. 
Micro- and macroaggressions dehUil1aniz.e minorities as criminals and open the door to police 
brutality (Cummings 1998: 408). 
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POLICE BRUTALllY IN SAN JOSE 
San Jose, with a population of894,943 in 2000 (City ofSan Jose, 2005a), has been touted as the 
"safest large city in the United States" and ranked "safest American city with a population over 
500,000" in 2003 and 2004 (laborlawtalk.com 2005). However, San Jose has a history of police 
brutality and many minority citizens fear police and fail to report crimes, and/or fail to assist police 
investigations (Geilhufe 1979; Holmes 1998; Huang & Vaughn 1996). The San Jose Police 
Department's developed a reputation for racism and brutality in the 1960s and 1970s (Christensen 
1997: 7). The police killing of chemist John Henry Smith, Jr. in 1971 enhanced this reputation 
(Christensen 1997). San Jose police officer Rocklin Woolley stopped Smith, a thirty-seven year-old 
Black man, for making an illegal u-tum (Stuchinsky 1996). Woolley reported that Smith was angry 
and exited his vehicle brandishing a tire iron. Woolley was unable to subdue Smith though he 
reportedly attempted to do so with chemical spray and his police dog. When Smith ran towani his 
apartment complex, Woolley shot him in the back. Witnesses reported Smith yelling, "Help me, 
I'm afraid" before being shot (Stuchinsky 1996). Police Chief Robert Mtuphy stated that Smith was 
probably under the influence of drugs or alcohol though a autopsy indicated that Smith was under the 
influence of neither (Stuchinsky 1996). 
In 1976, San Jose police officers inve.iigating a domestic violence complaint shot and killed 
Danny Trevino (Christensen: 7). According to police, Trevino was reaching for a gun (never found) 
when shot. The officers did not have charges brought against them. The Oricana/o community 
protested and Police ChiefMtuphy was fired (7). 
1n 1994, a Santa Oara Sheriffs Deputy stopped thirty-eight year-old Arthur Diaz behind a 
convenience store. Diaz had outstanding traffic warrants and it is uncertain why he began running. 
According to a witness, while Diaz was running down the sidewalk with his arms up the deputy's 
vehicle ran him down from behind and then backed over him Diaz did not have a weapon, had not 
committed a crime, and had not threatened anyone (Stolen Lives Project 1999). The California 
Highway Patrol found that the physical evidence and physicians' reports did not suppo1t the deputy's 
statement that Diaz ran into his car (Stolen Lives Project; Justice for Rudy 2004). Oiarges were not 
brought against the deputy. 
1n 1996, Santa Clara County Deputy Sheriff Tom Langley shot and killed Gustavo Soto-Mesa 
(Human Rights Defense Committee 2001). Soto-Mesa, a suspected chunk driver, refused to stop his 
vehicle and led the deputy on a four-mile chase that ended when Soto-Mesa crashed his vehicle into 
a parked boot-trailer (PORAC Legal Defense Fund 2000). Soto-Mesa crawled out of his wrecked 
vehicle and began to walk away from Langley when shot Langley originally clainm he dropped 
his gun and it discharged killing Soto-Mesa. Langley later said his gun discharged while attempting 
to grab Soto-Mesa's shirt The hammer of his gun cocked when it caught on his badge and fired 
when the trigger caught on the pen in his breast pocket (PORAC Legal Defense Fund). Witnesses 
clain1ed Soto-Mesa's death was an "execution-style killing'' (Stolen Lives Project). A grand jwy 
cleared Langley of any wrongdoing. The Human Rights Defense Committee fom1ed in response to 
the killing and remains active (Sandler 1996). 
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In 1999, San Jose Police Officer Robert Reichert brutally beat nineteen year--Old Aaron Rivera 
Rivera had been attending a downtown Cinco de Mayo celebration when police, searching for a 
suspect who had hit another man and stolen his jacket, approached Rivera Rivera ran to "avoid 
being stampeded by a crowd of people rushing toward him" from the conclusion of a concert at HP 
Pavilion (Zapler 2003). Police claimed Rivera had purposefully fled, was holding a long metal pipe, 
and fought with officers. Reichert hit Rivera numerous times with his baton fracturing Rivera's skull 
and breaking one ofhis arms (Zapler 2003: 1 ). 
Rivera never became a suspect in the jacket theft and a jury acquitted him of unlawful assembly, 
canying a concealed weapon (no pipe was found), and deadlocked on the charge of resisting arrest 
Rivera was guilty of fleeing from the police and given three years probation, forty-five days 
community service, and a $1,000 fine. Rivera sued the city and was awarded $390,000 in daniages 
in 2003, though San Jose Police Chief Bill Lansdowne disagreed with the decision to settle the 
lawsuit Lansdowne claimed, "It was my position that we should have 1ried that case and we could 
have won" (Zapler). The city did not charge Reichert with any crime. Reichert had gained notoriety 
for the futal shooting of an anned motorist in 1997 and for threatening a Santa Clara County Jail 
inmate. San Jose/Silicon Valley NAACP Chainnan Rick Callender claimed that Reichert had 
"proven to be dangerous. There is no way he should be a police officer anywhere in our nation" 
(Zapler: 1 ). 
1n 2003, police responded to an unsupervised child wandering in the street call. Upon arrival, the 
child was inside his home, which police entered Within seconds of entering the home, San Jose 
Police Officer Chad Marshall shot and killed twenty-five year-old Cau Bich Tran (Bay City News 
2005). Tran, a 4 '11" 90 lb mother of two, had also called police to assist her in gaining entry to a room 
she had locked herself out of(Bay City News 2005). Tran had 1ried to 'Jimmie" the lock with a dao 
bao, a Vietnamese vegetable peeler, which police believed was a cleaver she was attempting to 
throw at then1 when shot (Asian Pacific Islander Legal Outreach 2003). 
1n 1999, there were twenty-five homicides in San Jose, of which seven were civilians who died 
from police shootings (Justice for Rudy 2004). The San Jose HU111an Rights Defense Committee 
compared data on "Fatal Police Shootings per 100,000 Residents" and "Homicide Rate per 100,000 
Residents" from 1990-1997 for the twenty-seven largest U.S. cities. San Jose ranked fourth of the 
cities in futal police shootings per 100,000 residents with 0.9 per 100,000 compared to the national 
average of0.5 per 100,000 residents. 
San Jose's rate of three homicides per 100,000 residents was the lowest of the twenty-seven cities. 
The three cities with higher rates of futal police shootings per 100,000 residents were W ashin6'1:on, 
D.C.; Detroit; and Baltimore. These cities claimed their high futal police shooting rates were due to 
high crime and homicide rates of72 per 100,000 residents in Washington, D.C.; 55 per 100,000 
residents in Detroit, and; 46 per 100,000 residents in Baltimore (Justice for Rudy 2004). San Jose's 
homicide rate is low so the rate of futal police shootings per 100,000 residents might be expected to 
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be low. However, between 1990 and 2000, San Jose had the highest ratio of killin� by police 
compared to overall homicide rate of the fifty largest U.S. cities (Maiden 20 5a). 
INITIAL STUDY OF 1WO TACO BELLS: METHODOLOGY 
Benchmarking and Sampling 
In analyzing data on police vehicle stops, it is important to use comparison groups to create a 
benchmark to measure against stop data This requires comparing the demographic profiles of 
motorists stopped by police to the demographic profiles of 
1. Local residents. 
2. Residents with a driver's license. 
3. People obseivcd driving (Fridell 2004: 7). 
This study examined pedestrian stops so there was no need for the demographic profiles of 
residents with a driver's license and those "obseived driving" became those "obseivcd walking." 
The demographic profiles of pedestrians took on less importance than the profiles of motorists. All 
pedestrians were local residents. 
The study's intent was to examine racial bias, not necessarily gender or class bias, in stops. 
Benchmarking developed a racial/ethnic profile of individuals who should be at the highest risk of 
PQSFE, assuming no bias. This study nx:orded the ethnicity of youth pedestrians: 
1. Stopped at/near TBs. 
2. Atinear TBs. 
3. Stopped in Business Districts. 
4. In Busincs.5 Districts 
The author conducted veibal surveys at twenty TB restaurants from October 2002 to January 
2004. The survey sample consisted of750 youths between the ages of twelve to twenty-five. The 
ethnicity of individuals stopped at/near TBs and, later, the ethnicity of individuals stopped in San Jose 
business dis1ricts were recorded. Pedestrian youths reported the number of times they: 
l. Patronized TBs monthly. 
2. Were stopped for questioning by SJPD Officers. 
3. Were stopped-and-fiisked by SJPD Officers. 
4. Patroniz.ed TBs. 
A benchmark compared the number and ethnicity of youth pedestrians at/near TBs to the number 
of youth pedestrians stopped by police at/near TBs. Recording the number of youth pedestrians by 
ethnicity and stops in business dis1rict created a further benclunatk Weaknesses of the survey 
method included respondents' inability to recall when a police stop occurred 
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Research Design and Variables 
"This is an ex post facto comparative mixed design study with between-groups attnbute 
independent variables of race/ethnicity and gender and dependent vmiables of number of police 
questionings over the previous twelve months, number of police stop-and-fiisks over the previous 
twelve months, and total PQSFE over the previous twelve months. Gender is a within-subjects 
indqx.,ndent variable with two levels, male m1d female. Comparisons were made between police 
que..tionings, stop-and-fiisks, and total PQSFE between race/ctlmicity and males/females. 
Comparisons were made of police questionings, stop-and-fiisks, and total PQSFE within 
race/ctlmicity by gender. 
Hypotheses to Explain Di'lCrepancies in PQSFE by Ethnicity 
lliere are five hypotheses for the existence of discrepancies in the percx.,'ntages of pedestrians 
stopped by ctlmicity. The fin-i hypothesis is that police use racial bias in stop decisions (Fridell, 2004, 
p. 2). Fridell' s competing hypotheses for why police stop minority drivers at a higher rate than White 
drivers are that racial/ethnic groups are not equally represented: 
1. As residents in the jurisdiction. 
2. As drivers on jurisdiction roads. 
3. In the nature m1d extent of their pedestrian law- violating behavior. 
4. As drivers where stopping activity by police is high (12). 
These hypotheses focused on motorist stops but were revised to mlalyze pedestrim1 stops. To 
conclude if racial bias was a factor in stops, the research must discollllt all other explanations for 
disparity. Analysis and interpretation of stop data would include all factors in the altenmtive 
propositions outlined by Fridell (12). The first competing hypothesis, "rncial/ctlmic groups arc not 
equally represented as residents in the jurisdiction" cornpares cerums data of the racial/ethnic 
population of San Jose with the ctlmicity of youtl1 pcde..irim1s �topped 
ll1e second competing hypotl1esis, "rJCial/etl1nic gmups are not equally represented a<s drivers on 
jurisdiction roads" changed to "rncial/etlmic groups me not equally represented as youfu pedcsnians 
on jurisdiction sidewalks/pafuways." If tl1e focus is on fue second hypothesis, tl1ere is no need to 
address the first If we know who motorists are tl1en we need not know who lives in fuc 
rieighbodxxx.l (Fridell: 12). Pedestrians were those who lived in fue ncighbo1hood. The primary 
factor determined furough this revised hypofuesis was if fuc percent of pedestrians from an 
ctlmic/racial group was different from fucir rcprcscntation in the local community. 
The third competing hypofuesis, "racial/ethnic groups are not equivalent in the nature and extent 
of tl1eir traffic law-violating behavior" becan1e "racial/ethnic groups are not equivalent in fue nature 
and extent of fueir pedestrimi law-violating behavior." Data on pedestrian law violating (i.e., failure 
to comply wifu trnffic sigrlals m1d jaywalking) can1e from obSt,"1Vatiort 
11 
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Competing hypothesis four, "raciaVethnic groups are not equally replc'Sented as drivers on roods 
where stopping activity by police is high" became "raciaVetlmic groups are not equally represented 
as pedestrians on sidewalks/pathways where police stopping activity is high." Tracking pedestrians' 
ethnicity allowed analysis of this hypothesis for youths: Stopped at/near TBs; At/near TBs; Stopped 
in business districts, and; 1n bu<;iness districts. 
The SJPD "Vehicle Stop Demographic Study" 
1n 2000, the SJPD became the first California police agency to conduct yearly motorist studies in 
which the Crime Analysis Unit (CAU) recorded the ethnicity of stopped individuals and division 
,,iopped in. The computer-aided dispatch system (CAD) electronically records data after police 
complete vehicle stops (SJPD 2002). The most recent year for which data is available is 200 I. lhe 
SJPD study noted the following "Dilen1mas Plc'Scnted When Collecting and Analyzing the Data": 
1. Analysis is Based Upon Total San Jose Population 1nstead of Driver Population. The 
etlmicity of stopped drivers compared to the ethnicity of San Jose's total population and not 
the total driver population or the number and etlmicity of drivers at the time of stops. 
2. Non-San Jose Drivers lncluded in Study. 
3. Potential Exists That Some Drivers Accounted for Mttltiple Stops. 
4. Downtown Cruising Could Accow1t for Nwnerous Vehicle Stops (SJPD 2002). 
This study avoided the "dilemmas" of the SJPD Vehicle Stop Demographic Study. The study 
compared the ethnicity of youth pedestrians subjected to PQSFE at/near TBs to the ethnicity of San 
Jose's population. The study made comparisons between etlmicity of youth pedestrians: at/near 
TBs; of those stopped in business districts, and; those in business districts. 
All pedestrians were local lc'Sidents. Pedestri.:'UlS did not account for multiple stops and counted as 
having only one questioning or stop-and-fiisk within the last twelve months. The study never 
counted pedestrians as having multiple stops though this might have indicated lesser or greater 
PQSFE rates by etl1nicity. Moto1ist cruising was not a factor in this pedestrian study. 
The SJPD study found the following percentage of motorists stopped by etlmicity compared to 
each etlmicity's percentage of San Jose's population: 
1. Asian American: 16 percent of stopped, 26.9 percent of population. 
2. Afiican American: 7 percent of stopped, 3.5 percent of population. 
3. Hispanic American: 41 percent of stopped, 30.2 percent of popwatiort 
4. Other. 5 percent of stopped, 3.4 percent of population. 
5. European American: 31 percent of stopped, 36 petcent of population (SJPD 2002). 
African AmCiicans accounted for twice the percentage of stops as their percentage of the 
population, whereas Hispanic Anlericans accounted for significantly more ,-tops than their 
percentage of the population Nevetiheless, the SJPD claimed, "there is not a racial profiling 
problem in the city of San Jose" (SJPD 2002). The report defended this view arguing: 
12 
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I. Stop rates were higher for Hispanics and African Americans because there were more calls 
for police service and more officers-per-capita in smaller police districts with higher 
concentrations of minorities. Hence, there would be more �iops. This does not explain why, 
or for what reason, more calls for police seIVice were requested or if overpolicing occurred. 
2. The percentage of stops by ethnicity in each district corresponded to their percentage of that 
districts' population. (This is a better measure but does not account for discrepancies 
between ethnic groups' stop percentage and their percentage of the city's population). 
3. The SJPD received only 17 official complaints of motorist stops due to mcial profiling. (This 
neglects that many citizens will not file complaints due to fear of police and belief that police 
will not investigate complaints). 
4. The percentage of motorists stopped by ethnicity is less important 1han the number of 
motorists stopped by ethnicity. (This argument makes no sense as percentage and number of 
motorists stopped by ethnicity result in the same number of stops) (SJPD 2002). 
PIWTSTUDY 
Convenience sampling was used in selecting two groups to determine if PRP ofChicana,'o youths 
at/near San Jose TBs existed: Chicanai'os and Whites between the age of twelve to twenty-five. 
Surveys took place at two TBs 1 on a Friday and Saturday between 8pm and 11pm when police 
reported gang activity was highest Respondents were questioned concerning their racial 
identification, age, residency (if they were San Jose residents), frequency ofTB visits, and if they had 
been questioned or stopped- and-frisked by the police at/near TBs within the preceding twelve 
months. The survey included 15 Chicana,'o and 15 White patrons surveyed at each location for a 
total of 30 Chicanai'os, 15 males and 15 females, and 30 Whites, 15 males and 15 females (60 
individuals). The survey consisted of respondents between the ages of twelve to twenty-five, those 
police were most likely to stop. Frnthermore, ninety-five percent of customers between the hours of 
8pm and 11 pm were between the ages of twelve to twenty-five. 
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ETHNICITY 
AND GENDER 
FIGURE 1: PILOT STUDY 
POLICE QUESTIONING EPISODES BY 
ETHNICITY AND GENDER 
CM 46.7% [7/15] 
CF 26.7% [4/15] 
WM 33.3% [5/15] 
WF 6.7% [1/15] 
TOTAL 28.3% [17/60] 
·-------- -----
..,._ __ .,c..._ _ ___..'--_______ / 
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% QUESTION ED 
CM=CHICANO MALE CF=CHICANA (FEMALE) 
WM=WHITE MALE WF=WHITE FEMALE 
50% 
E.ach customer 1:,rave his or her ethnic identification and age when entering each TB. 
Seventeen youths claimed they had been questioned at/near TBs by San Jose police and six claimed 
they had been patted-down (stati�tics arc for episodes over the preceding twelve months). The 
author did not COW1t the seventeen youths who claimed police questionings again W1der pat downs 
and vice versa Pedestrians who reported police stops and questionings coW1t only as questioning 
episodes while individuals who reported stops, questionings, and pat-downs coW1t only W1der stop-­
and-frisk episodes. Patting-down moved the incident out of a questioning into a �iop-and-fiisk 
Stop-and-frisks do not count as questionings. Episodes are separnte except when tallied as "total 
police episodes." Twenty-eight point three percent of respondents reported police-qu�1ioning 
episc<les and l O percent stop--and-fiisk episodes. The percentage of individuals reporting being 
questioned, �iopped-and-fi:iskcd, and total by ethnicity was: 
• Olicana/o: 36.7 percent questioned, 16.7 pcrcentstopped-and-fi sked, 53.3 percent total. 
• White: 20 percent questioned, 3.3 percent stopped-and-fiisked, 23.3 percent total. 
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Toe percentage of individuals reporting being questioned, stopped-and-frisked, and total by 
ethnicity and gender was: 
• Oucano males: 46.7 percent questioned, 26.7 percent stoppcd-and-fiisked, 73.3 percent total. 
• Chicanas: 26. 7 percent questioned, 6. 7 percent stopped-and-frisked, 33 .3 percent total. 
• White males: 33.3 percent questioned, 6.7 percent stopped-and-frisked, 40 percent total. 
• White females: 6. 7 percent questioned, 0 percent stopped-and-frisked, 6. 7 percent total. 
Figures 1 (questionings), 2 (stop-and-frisks), and 3 (total police episodes) show the number and 
percentages of reported episodes by "ethnicity" and "ethnicity and gender." 
ETHNICITY 
AND GENDER 
FIGURE 2: PILOT STUDY 
POLICE STOP-AND-FRISK EPISODES BY 
ETHNICITY AND GENDER 
CM 26.7% [4/15) 
CF 6.7% [1/15) 
WM 6.7% [1/15) 
WFO% [0/15] 
TOTAL 10.0% [6/60) 
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FIGURE 3: PILOT STUDY 
TOTAL POLICE EPISODES BY 
ETHNICITY AND GENDER 
ETHNICITY 
AND GENDER 
CM 73.3% [11/15] 
CF 33.3% [5/15] 
WM 40.0% [6/15] 
WF 6.7% [1/15] 
TOTAL 38.3% [23/60] 
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lnclivicluals twenty-six and over comp1ised approximately 4 percent of customers and those under 
the age of twelve comprised less than I percent. Ninety-five percent of customers were between the 
ages of twelve to twenty-five. 1he percentage of customers between the ages of twelve to twenty­
five by ethnicity was: 
• White: 61 percent 
• Chicana.lo: 32 percent 
• Asian American: 5 percent 
• Afiic.:'U1 American/Other: 2 percent 
Youths panunized TBs the following number of times per month by ethnicity: 
• White: 4.3 
• Olicana/o: 3.1 
• Asian Ame1ican: 2.4 
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• Afiican Amcrican/Ot:he1� 3.4 
Whites were the highest percentage of youth customers and patronized TBs most frequently. 
EXTENDED STUDY 
Eighteen additional TBs were randomly selected (in predominantly White, Chicana/o, Asian 
Ameriam, and mixed neighborhoods) to examine tl1e existence of PRP. The au1hor recorded 
respondents' age, etlmidracial identification, residency, frequency of TB visits, and police contacts 
aJ/near TBs in the preceding twelve monfus. The extended study used the san1e field research 
methods and questions, with the addition of a sample of 150 Asian American youfus, primarily 
Vietnamese Americ.:'UlS. San Jose has the largest Vietnan1ese AmCiican population of any U.S. city 
with 78,842 or 8.8 percent of the city's population (City of San Jose, 2005a). Surveys took place at 
two TBs per weekend (Fridays and Saturdays) from 8pm to 11 pm and sometimes until lam 111ree 
hundred Chicana/os, 300 Whites, and 150 Asian Americans between tl1e ages of twelve to twenty­
five were verbally surveyed (750 individuals including 1he pilot study). An equivalent number (150) 
of females and males in the Chicana/o and White samples were srnveyed (75 each for Asian 
An1e1icans) to dctcm1ine if gender factored in PQSFE. 
l11e total number of respondents does not reflect the number of atten1ptcd surveys as 
approxinlatcly 5 percent of customeis declined participation. The author recorded the number of 
attempted surveys, those srnveyecl, and the number of customers as they entered TBs. In addition, 
each customc-,-'s recorded age and etlmicity established a benchmarlc to compare with those 
pedestrian customeis who claimed to have been que.i oned or stopped-and-fiisked. The maj01ity of 
customers between 8pm and 11 pm on Ftiday and Saturday nights, more 1han 90 percent at each TB, 
were pedestrians. Youths chose TBs over local taqueiias as TBs were inexperL'iive and provided 
quick service. Less th.:m five pei-cent of TB youth patrons drove vehicles to 1he restamant They 
answered tl1e san1e questions as pedestrians. The majority of you1h motorists patronized TBs as 
pedestrians numerous times wi1hin 1he preceding twelve montl1S and, fucrcfore, counted in 1he 
pede.ilian sample and several claimed police stopped and questioned tl1C1n while walking to their 
caIS afler exiting TBs. Chicana/o youfus reported being stopped much more fiequently leaving TBs 
than while walking to TBs. Similarly, minority youth pede.ilians in business cli'>tricts repo1tecl stops 
more frequently when leaving brniness districts 1han when walking to business districts. W11en 
minority youtl1S completed 1heir coru,t1I11er exchanges, fueir presence in regions of spatial economy 
tran<,fom1ed from acceptance to prohibition. Brninesses desired fueir spei1cling but not their 
continued presence. l11e data served as a second benchmarlc to compare with TB data The san1e 
me1hodology applied to data collected in business districts located at least one mile from TBs. This 
ensured a different sample of pedestrians. 
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FIELD RESEARCH RES UL TS 
Ethnicity 
The percentage of individuals reporting being qu�tioncd, stoppcd-and-fiisked, and total by 
ethnicity was: 
• Oncana/o: 37.3 percent questioned, 13.7 percent stopped-and-fiisk, 51 percent total. 
• White: 8. 7 percent questioned, 2.3 percent stopped-and-fiisked, 11 percent total. 
• Asian American: 13.3 percent questioned, 10.0 percent stopped-and-fiisked, 23.3 percent 
total. 
ETHNICITY 
AND GENDER 
FIGURE 4: EXTENDED STUDY 
POLICE QUESTIONING EPISODES BY 
ETHNICITY AND GENDER 
CM 64.7% [971150] 
CF 10.0% [151150] 
WM 13.3% [20/150] 
WF 4.0% [61150] 
AAM 21.3% (16n5J 
AAF 5.3% [4175] 
TOTAL 21.1% [1581750] 
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AAF=ASIAN AMERICAN FEMALE 
Again, individuals' police episodes counted as either questionings or stop-and-fiisks (See figures 4, 5, 
and 6). Respondents' episodes did not count as both questionings and stop-and-fiisks. Only when 
tallied as total episodes were 1hey combined (See Figure 9). 
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FIGURE 5: EXTENDED STUDY 
POLICE STOP-AND-FRISK EPISODES BY 
ETHNICITY AND GENDER 
CM 24.7% [37/150] 
CF 2.7% [4/150] I 
WM 4.0% [6/150] i!JI 
WF .67% [1/150] 
AAM 17.3% [13/75] .·.·.<·.:::>-n 
AAF 2. 7% [2/75] II 
TOTAL 8.4% [63/750]
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The percentage of customers between the ages of twelve to twenty-five by etlmicity was: 
• Chicana/o: 22 JX,n:cnt 
• White: 58 percent 
• Asian American: 17 pt,YCent 
• Afiican American/Other: 3 percent 
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FIGURE 6: EXTENDED STUDY 
TOTAL POLICE EPISODES BY 
ETHNICITY AND GENDER 
CM 89.3% [134/150) 
CF12.7%[19/150) �-
ETHNICITY WM 17.3% (26/150) 
AND GENDER WF 4.7% [7/150] I 
AAM 38. 7% [29/75) 
AAF 8.0% [6n5J 
TOTAL 29.5% [221/750) 
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1be percentage of males questioned or stopped-and-fiisked from each ethnic group was higher 
than that of corresponding females. The percentage of individuals who reported being questioned 
and stopped-and-fiisked by ethnicity and gender was (See Figures 7 and 8): 
• Chicano males: 64.7 percent questioned, 24.7 percent stopped-and-fiisked, 89 .3 percent total. 
• Chicanas: 10.0 percent qu�tioned, 2. 7 percent stopped-and-fiisked, 12. 7 percent total. 
• White males: 13.3 percent questioned, 4.0 percent stopped-and-fiisked, 17.3 percent total. 
• White females: 4.0 percent questioned, .7 percent stopped-and-fiiskcd, 4. 7 percent total. 
• Asian American males: 21.3 percent questioned, 17.3 percent stopped-and-fiisked, 38.7 
percent total. 
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• Asian American females: 5.3 percent questioned, 2.7 (X,'ICCIJ.t stopped-and-fiisked, 8.0 
percent total. 
FIGURE 7: EXTENDED STUDY 
TOTAL POLICE EPISODES AMONG MALES BY ETHNICITY 
CM 89.3% [134/150] 
ETHNICITY WM 17.3% (26/150] 
AAM 38.7% [29/75] · · · · · · ·.; ;.: ;.: : : :• 
TOTAL 50.4% [189/375] 
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CM=CHICANO MALE 
WM=WHITE MALE 
AAM=ASIAN AMERICAN MALE 
Significantly, five White male youths and one White female youth claimed police harassment due to 
being "poor" and/or walking to'fium TBs accompanied by Chicana/os and/or Asian Americans. 
Gang activity was not seen other than the rare wearing of"colors." 
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ETHNICITY 
FIGURE 8: EXTENDED STUDY 
TOT AL POLICE EPISODES AMONG FEMALES BY 
ETHNICITY 
CF 12.7% [19/150) 
WF 4.7% [7/150) 
TOTAL 8.5% [32/375) 
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Compaiison between Chicana/as and Whites showed that Chicana/os had 
I . Been Questioned 4.3 times more than Whites. 
2. Been Stopped-and-fiisked 5 .9 times more than Whites. 
3. A combined episode rate 4.6 times more than Whites. 
Comparison between Chicana/os and Asian Americans showed that Chicana/os had 
l. Been Questioned 2.8 times more than Asian Americans. 
2. Been Stopped-and-fiiskcd 1.4 tin1cs more than Asian Americans. 
3. A combined episode rate 2.2 times more than Asian Americans. 
Chicano males had questioning rates: 
l . 6.5 times more than Chicanas. 
2. 4.9 times more than White males. 
3. 16.2 times more than White females. 
4. 3 times more than Asian American males. 
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5. 12.l times morethanAsianAmericanfemales. 
Chicano males had stop-and-fiisk rates: 
1. 9.3 times more than Chicanas. 
2. 6.2 times more than White males. 
3. 37 times more than White females. 
4. 1.4 times more than A<,ian Amc'lican males. 
5. 9.3 times more than Asian American females. 
Oncanas had questioning rates: 
I . 6.5 times IC5S than Chicano males. 
2. 1.3 times less than White males. 
3. 2.5 times more than Wlnte females. 
4. 2.1 times less than Asian Ame1ican males. 
5. 1.9 times more than Asian American females. 
Chicanas had stop-and-fiisks at a rate: 
I. 9.3 times less that of Chicano males. 
2. 1.5 times less than White males. 
3. 4 times more than White females. 
4. 6.5 times less than Asian American males. 
5. The equivalent number of times as Asian Ametican females. 
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ETHNICITY 
FIGURE 9: EXTENDED STUDY 
TOTAL POLICE EPISODES BY ETHNICITY 
C 51.0% [153/300) 
W 11.0% [33/300) 
TOTAL 29.5% [221/750) 
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OBSERVATIONS 
This research evidenced PRP. Alternative explanations set,"'11led implausible as Chicana/os, at twenty 
TBs, had a questioning rate 4.3 times that of Whites and 2.8 times that of Asian Americans. 
Chicanalos had a PQSFE rate 5.9 times that of Whites and 1.4 times that of Asian Americans. 111c 
author observed approximately one doz.en PQSFE of Chicana/a and Asian American youth at six 
TBs by White and Chicana/a police officers, thus, it seemed lllllikely that Chicana/os and Asian 
Americans self-reported episodes that never occurred. The PQSFE rate of Chicana/os and 
Vietnamese Americans was not the result of a few "bad apples" in the s.JPD. 
Ninety-three percent of TB customers were between the ages of twelve to twenty-five, five 
percent were over twenty-six, and approximately two percent were llllder the age of twelve. TI1e 
percentage of customers between the ages of twelve to twenty-five by ethnicity and their 
corresponding pc_,'fCC!lt of PQSFE was: 
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• White: 57 percent, 14.9 percent of PQSFE. 
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• Asian American: 17 percen4 15.8 percent of PQSFE. 
• African American/Other. 2 percen4 0 percent of PQSFE. 
Youths patronized TBs the following number of times per month by ethnicity: 
• Chicaruv'os: 3.4 
• Whites: 4.9 
• Asian Americans: 3.6 
• Afiican Americans/Other: 2.1 
Whites were the majo1ity of youth customers and patronized TBs most often but had the lowest 
PQSFE rate. Utilizing the benchmark of total TB customers between the ages of twelve to twenty­
five versus individual's between the ages of twelve to twenty-five subjected to PQSFE it was evident 
that PRP of Oucana/o and Asian American youths is statistically evident 
EXPLANATIONS FOR CHICANA/0 YOUTH'S HIGH PQSFE RATE 
Curfe™l 
One explanation for Oucano youths' high PQSFE rate was police enforcement of the youth 
crnfew. San Jose's Clllfew restricts those fifteen and ll!1dcr from being out without parental 
supervision from 1 O:OOpm to 5:00am and youths sixteen and seventeen from being out unsupe1vised 
fium 11 :30pm to 5 :OOam (SJ PD 2005b ). The author obseived six youths ll!1der the age of fifteen 
violating the crnfcw. No youths reported police stops for Clllfew violation. 
Population by Ethnicity and Distribution 
San Jose bas five police divisions (Airpo� Central, Western, Foothills, and Southern). Each 
division consists of sixteen districts except for Airpo1t, which has none and no substantial population. 
The Central Division is ptimaiily Hispaiuc ai1d White while Western is prirnaiily Wlutc with a 
miantial Asian American population. Footl1ills is primaiily Hispaiuc and Asian American. 
Soutl1em is predonunantly White (U.S. Census Bureau 2000a). ll1e median income of Hispanic 
hOll';eholds was $52,827 but $87,486 for White households and $80,312 for Asian Americai1 
households (City of San Jose 2005b). The highest poverty neighborhoods were predominai1tly 
Hispanic and located in all four major divisions (U.S. Census Bureau 2000b ). 
ll1e percentage of Whites, Chicana/os, and Asiai1 Amcricaiis subjected to PQSFE should have 
corresponded to their percentage of TB customers or, less likely, to their percentage of San Jose's 
population if etlmicity and pedesttian law-violating behavior were not a fuctor. Whites comprised 
36.0 percent of San Jose's population in 2000 (City of San Jose 2005a) and appmxinIBtely 58 
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percent of paJrons, but experienced only 14.9 percent of PQSFE as indicated in Figure 9. Chicamv'os 
comprised 24.7 percent of the population (City of San Jose 2005a), 22 percent of TB paJrons, and 
69.2 percent of PQSFE. Asian Ameiicans fared better than Chicanalos, as they comprised 26.9 
percent of the population (City of San Jose 2005a), 17 percent of patrons, and 15.8 percent of 
PQSFE. The Asian Ameiican percent of PQSFE could be higher if the �1udy included 300 Asian 
Americans and there was an equal di�tribution. In 2000, there were 177,402 San Jose residen1s 
(19.82% of the population) between the ages of twelve to twenty-five (U.S. Censll'> Bureau 2000c). 
The U.S. Census Bureau and City of San Jose do not maintain recoitls of rnce/ethnicity by age 
except for those over the age of eighteen and under the age of eighteen so there is no way to 
deteimine the exact number of youths by rnce/ethnicity between twelve to twenty-five. 
High Crime Rates 
Police district crime statistics were analyzed to detennine if Chicanalos' and Asian Americans' 
PQSFE rntes were related to their being stopped at TBs in higher crime rnte distric1s. The difference 
between Chicanalos' and Whites' PQSFE percentages were consistent in the "highest," "medium," 
and "lowest" crime distiic1s: 
• Highest: Chicanalos 68.9 percent, Whites 17 .8 percei1t (See Figure I 0). 
• Medium: Chicanalos 67.2 percent, Whites l 0.9 percei1t 
• Lowest: Chicanalos 71.6 percent, Whites 14.9 percent (See Figure 11). 
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FIGURE 10: EXTENDED STUDY 
% OF TOTAL PQSFE IN FOUR HIGHEST 
CRIME RATE DISTRICTS BY ETHNICITY 
(DISTRICTS L, P, X, AND A) 
C 68.9% 
W17.8% 
AA 13.3% 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 
% OF TOTAL QUESTIONED OR STOPPED-AND-FRISKED 
C=CHICANA/0 
W=WHITE 
M=ASIAN AMERICAN 
Chica11alos and Asian Ameiican PQSFE rates were higher regardless of police dis1rict in which TBs 
were located. T11e findings did not support the argument 1hat 01icailalos only had higher PQSFE 
rates at TBs in high crinle rate distiicts. As a nineteen year-old 01.icano stated: 
If l go to 1he Taco Bell on (720) Stoiy Road (Distiict L ), l get hassled by 1he police. If l go to 
the one (Taco Bell) on (2102) McKee Road (Distiict M) l get hassled. lfl go to 1he one on 
( 1298) Winchester (Boulevard), l get hassled by the police. lt don't matter which one you go 
to. The police are watching you and at nighttinle they'll stop you and ask what you are doing 
out Like we (Chicailalo youths) are not allowed to be in public after daik. Maybe 'cause 1hey 
(the police) can't see our Brown skii1 as well at night (Author 2004). 
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ETHNICITY 
FIGURE 11: EXTENDED STUDY 
% OF TOT AL PQSFE IN FOUR LOWEST 
CRIME RATE DISTRICTS BY ETHNICITY 
(DISTRICTS N,M,T, AND W) 
l 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 
% OF TOTAL QUESTIONED OR STOPPED-AND-FRISKED 
C=CHICANA/0 
W=WHITE 
AA=ASIAN AMERICAN 
The means by ethnicity and gender were calculated for police questionings and police �top-and­
fusks at/near TBs for the previous twelve months with a "yes" response scored as "l" and a "no" 
response scored as "O." The higher the mean the greater the mnnber ofindividuaJs of that ethnicity 
and gender questioned or stopped-and-fiisked by the police in the previous twelve months. Chicano 
males had the highest mean for police questionings, .6467 (SD .47%), and the highest mean for 
police stop-and-fiisks, .2467 (SD .4325), followed by the means for both dependent vaiiables for 
Asian American males and white males. White females had the lowest mean for police 
questionings, .0400 (SD .1966), and for police stop-and-fiisks, JJJ67 (SD .0817). The means by 
ethnicity and gender are shown in Figure 12. 
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FIGURE 12: POLICE EPISODES BY ETHNICITY AND GENDER* 
Variables D;:pcndcnt Police O iestioning, Police Ste o--and-Frisks 
Independent Ntunber Mean Std Deviation Mean Std Deviation 
01icano 150 .6467 .47% .2467 .4325 
Males 
01icanasi 150 .HXXJ .3010 .0267 .1617 
Females 
White 150 .1333 .3417 .0400 .1%6 
Males 
White 150 .0400 .1%6 .0067 .0817 
Ferrules 
Asian Arneiican 75 .2133 .4124 .1733 .3811 
Males 
Asian American 75 .0533 .2262 .0267 .1622 
Fctmles 
*Means arecalntlated by"yes" (1) and "no" responses (0) to individuals being questioned by the police in the previous 
twelve months and stonxrl-and-fiisked by the police in the previous twelve months. The higher the mean the grcata" the 
nwnber of those individuals by ethnicity and gender questioned or stowed-and-fiisked and vice versa 
Benchmarking Revisited 
This study utilized two benchmaiks to analyze PRP. The first benchmark was the sample of 
youths by ethnicity/race subjected to PQSFE measured against the total munber of youth TB 
crn;tomers by etlnricity/race. The second benclnnatk was the SIBVey and observation of pedestrians 
in bll',incss districts. Youths �ioppcd in business districts were a benclnnatk against which to 
rneaSlrre the stop data for pedestrians at/near TBs. The Slnvey consisted of five hundted pedestrians 
in ten business districts at least one nrile fium TBs. Youths between the ages of twelve to twenty­
five comprised 91 percent, or 455 of 500 pedestrians. The percentage and number of pedestrians in 
business districts between twelve to twenty-five by ethnicity was: 
• White: 60.1 percent (277) 
• 01icana/o: 25.3 percent (115) 
• Asian American: 11.4 percent ( 52) 
• AfiicanAmerican/Other: 2.4peteent(l l) 
TI1e percentage of individuals in business di<,1ricts reporting questionings, �1:op-and-frisks, or both 
by etlnricity was: 
• 01icana/o: 42 percent Questioned, 14 perct,'ll.t Stopped-and-Frisked, 56 percent total. 
• White: 6 percent Questioned, 2 percent Stopped-and-Fiiskecl, 8 percent total. 
• Asian American: 14 perct,'nt Questioned, 9 percent Stopped-and-Frisked, 23 percent total. 
• Afucan American/Other: 0 percent for all episodes. 
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Benchmarking aided in concluding that PQSFE rates in business dist:ticts were slightly higher for 
01icana/os ( 51 percent at/near TBs vs. 56 percent in business districts) and Whites (11 percent versus 
8 percent) and similar in ooth areas for Asian Arnaicans (23.3 percent versus 23 percent). PRP of 
minority youths seemed to not only occur at/near TBs but in business dist:ticts. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL HARMS 
For many young Chicana/os, PRP and PQSFE were their first encounters with the criminal justice 
system They felt victimiz.ed, maltreated, and angry as their privacy had been violated (Waldeck 
2000: 1284). Fear of police brutality is a psychological harm Approximately one-third ofOlicana/o 
and Vietnamese American youths indicated fear of being beaten by police when stopped (Author 
2004). However, the author did not observe police use of physical force but did obsetve police micro 
and rnacroaggressions at the rate of one per night Singling out Chicana/o and Vietnamese 
Arnetican youths for PQSFE inlposes targeting harms (Waldeck 1284). Minority youths may feel 
psychological haml based upon being stopped due to ethnicity (1284). They may respond to these 
harms with feelings of infeii01ity, anger, and participation in deviant practices (i.e., joining a gang). 
PRP interisifies the distrust, anger, and hostility Olicana/o youths have toward police. Mino1ity 
youths may decline cooperating with police investigations, report crime, or act as willing or unbiased 
witnesses and jurors ( 1286). 
ELIMINATING POLICE RACIAL PROFILING 
According to Lefebvre, "TI1e tight to the city" demands: 
. . .. the right of every social group to be involved in all levels of decision making which shape 
the control and organization of social space. It is also the right not to be excluded fium the 
spaces of the city center and segregated in residential neighoorhoods. The right to the center 
is logically extended by the tight to difference: the right to be free fium cxtemally imposed, 
prcestablished classifications ofidrntity (McCann: 176). 
The community, police, and scholars can play an important part in the reduction of PRP. 
Communjty Activism 
• Organize community committees to educate citizrns aoout PRP and how to coo1bat PRP. 
• Develop manuals and educate youths on their rights and how to respond to police stops. 
• Encourage and assist youths in filing complaints with: I) local police departments; 2) on the 
ACLU's "Driver Profiling Complaint Form," that includes pedestrian stops, and; 3) to the 
California hotline at 1-877-DWB-STOP (1-877-392-7867) (ACLU 2005b). Establish a 
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complaint system for youths and a way to present complaints to the city council, mayor, 
Civilian Police Review Board, and police depanments. 
• Publicize PRP and organize public protests. 
• Create letter-writing campaigns to local, state, and national politicians to end PRP. 
• Sign and submit the ACLU's "Urge Congress to Stop Racial Profiling" letter to local U.S. 
Senators andRepresen1ativcs (ACLU 2005a). 
• Demand police agencies record demographic data on all pedestrian stops and make that data 
public. 
• Demand that all police officers provide their business card with name, badge number, and 
time and place of the stop to all stopped pedestrianslmotorists. 
• Demand that all stops of youths under 18, and the reasons for those stops, be reported by 
police to minor's parents. 
• Raise money to hire civil rights attorneys to challenge PRP and the Terry ruling in court. 
• Bring community organiz.ations (mutual associations, churches, businesses, professional 
organiz.ations, and schools) together to end PRP. 
• Demand a third-party Citizen Review Board of the Police Department 
• Request the federal government monitor police depanments and force agencies to maintain 
official records of all pedestrian stops. 
• Demand police depanments train officers on the negative effects of PRP and have citizens 
who have experienced PRP participate in training by sharing their experiences. 
• Join with other community based organizations and institutions based on 
ethnidclass/religious groups in combatingPRP. 
• Use English, Spanish, and Vietnamese (and other) language media to bring PRP to public 
attention. 
• Become involved with the San Jose Banio Defense Committee's "Cop Watch" program 
that monitors police motorist/pedestrian stops and hands out ''Know Your Rights'' pamphlets 
to youths (Maiden 2005b ). 
Police 
• Document and publish demographic data from all stops. 
• Require all police officers provide their business card with name, badge number, and time 
and place of the stop to all stopped pedestrianslmotorists. 
• Provide officers with training on the negative consequences of PRP to citizens, the city, and 
the police depanment 
• Work with the coll1ll1llllity to understand and eradicate PRP. 
• Develop depanmental policies against PRP, methods to identify officers using PRP, and 
disciplinin1Yremoval of officers found using PRP. 
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• Develop corrummity policing with involvement of ethnic groups to meet their needs. 
• Require that stops of youths under 18, and the reasons for those stops, be reported to minor's 
parents. 
Scholars 
• W01k with the community and police to eliminate PRP. Act as mediators. 
• Choose to do field research with the com1mmity on PRP and publish that research. 
• Present PRP reseai:ch to community, police, govt, human right organizations, city council, 
etc. and publish PRP research 
• Seek fi.mding for PRP research. 
• Participate in public forums to end PRP. 
• Provide training to third parties in prevention and reduction of PRP. 
CONCLUSION 
Police racial profiling in San Jose is also the SJ, or San Jose, Syndrome instead of the TB, Taco 
Bell, Syndrome as police racially profiled and PQSFE'd minority youths at high rates in business 
districts and at/near TBs. Minority youths repo1ted police routinely stopping and questioning them 
about their gang affiliation and the reason for their presence in neighbo1hoods, and then being 
searched. Police detained and questioned young Olicana/o pedestrians in TB parking lots. Police 
detained and questioned Chicano and Vietnamese Ame1ican youth moto1ists parked in TB parking 
lots and business districts with the possible search of their automobiles. 
Police detained, questioned, and searched Whites at/near TBs and in business districts at lower 
rates than Cllicana/os and Vietnamese Americans. Due to this targeting Chicana/os felt like inferior 
citizens. In the words of a sixteen year--0ld Olicana: 
We ( Chicana/os) are always treated different than Anglos. We have to be carefol where we 
are, what we are doing, how we are dressed, what part of town we are in, who we are with, 
and eve1ything else. Anglo kids don't have to be careful about anything because they can do 
anytlling and go anywhere they want and no one's going to bother them. l11ey have more 
rights than us. We are tr-catccl like we don't belong here though my fumily has lived here for 
hundreds of years. The police just do what the Anglos tell them or else they become Anglos 
and push us arolll1d (Author 2004)! 
San Jose TBs and business districts are battlefields for spatial sovereignty. The police, not 
possessing fonnal legal tools for monit01ing and regulating nlinority youth, developed infomial 
backstage policies that renlind minorities of their lesser place. Police racial profiling highlights the 
state-sanctioned spatial maintenance role of moden1 policing and preservation of physical, social, and 
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psychological space, place, and race boundaries between "clean" and "polluted" people. 111c battle 
for public space, especially access to that space, is a battle for place. Petit apartheid disaimination 
aim, to continue a muted grand apai1hcid l11e nation has not legalized this apartheid but it is 
encultumtcd in the mores and customs of police and society. As a nineteen year-old Chicano male 
stated, "Sometiines it's like they [tl1e police] only want White kids to be atTaco Bell. it's like we arc 
not supposed to be iliere. l tl1ink we are supposed to only eat at Mexican taquetias and ilie Taco 
Bells are for Whites. We arc supposed to stay away from tl1c places where Anglos go. Migllt as 
well have White-only signs at Taco Bell and start puttin' in White chinking fountams! Too bad some 
oftl1e police are Chicanos" (Author 2003). 
Chicana/os, especially males, became the ptimary target of San Jose PRP and Vietnamese 
American males were targeted to a lesser extent Racism by law (i.e. de jme segregation) 
transmuted, via ilic state and its agents, into subtle racism tliat functioned under the guise of 
discretion. TI1ere is limited documentation by tl1e police, or others, on PRP decision-making and 
wheilier race is a vaiiable in ilie decision-making process. lt is wiiliin the hack..1age, ilie hidden or 
w1exan1ined regions of police racially based decision-making tl1at PRP policies fonnulate. 111is 
f:>iudy evidenced petit apaiiheid maintained by back..iage police decision-making as a daily 
occwrcnce for mino1ity youili pedesuians. 
111is aiticle can liave an invaluable impact on San Jose police officc1's use of racial profiling ai1d 
PQSFEs. The Sai1 Jose Police Dcpaiiment cai1 either chose to ignore the findings of tllis study or tl1e 
dcpaiimcnt can chose to addJ-es.5 tl1c issue. The SJPD can follow tl1e above mentioned guidelines for 
police in ilie reduction of PRP and create a community in which minority youili do not fem· pol ice 
ai1d willing cooperate wiili police in tl1e proper conduct ofilieir law enforcement duties. A uuc end 
to PRP and ilie TB Syndrome in Sm1 Jose can only be accomplished wiili the willingness of tl1e 
SJPD to addJ-es.5 the problem. 
TI1roughout tllis research tl1e author has attempted to contact Sai1 Jose City Cmmcil members 
concerning tl1e SJPD's use of racial profiling. The autl101's communications have generally been 
ignored or met with spaise interest by those who represent the citizens of San Jose. 111c autl101's 
hope is tliat by making people aware of San Jose police officers use of PRP tl1e problem will be 
brought to public attention so tllat tl1c SJPD, city cow1cil members, scholars, and community 
mcmbc--n; can join togctller to end PRP ai1d revitalize positive commLmication links between citizens 
ai1d police. 
I would like to tl-.'lllk Dis. Marcos Pizarro and Louis Holscher of tl-ie San Jose State University Mexican American 
Studic; Deixu1ment and Dr. Norterto Valdez of die Colorado State Univeisity Oeixutn1ent of A.ntl1ropology for their 
invaluable rralings, aitique, and suggesti005 during the =tll and writing of this aiticlc. 
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